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Abstract 

This stud┞ iﾐ┗ites ヴeadeヴs to e┝peヴieﾐIe ヴisk oﾐ Austヴaliaげs hazaヴdous ヴoIk┞ Ioasts ┘ith the 

rock fishing community. In the paper, we offer an understanding of risk that is relational, a 

process that emerges between human-environment interactions in a dynamic coastal space 

that is constantly changing. Exploring the in situ and ongoing sensory attunement of the 

fishers, we contend, expands upon the quantitative understandings that tend to be deployed 

by risk managers, offering an innovative approach to conceptualising risk. In identifying how 

fishers perceive and experience a rocky coastal location in Sydney, Australia, we track rock 

fisheヴsげ ﾏo┗eﾏeﾐts usiﾐg GP“, uﾐdeヴtake paヴtiIipaﾐt oHseヴ┗atioﾐ, aﾐd dヴa┘ oﾐ ┗ideo 

footage, semi-structured interviews, and partiIipatoヴ┞ sketIh ﾏaps. Iﾐ doiﾐg so, fisheヴsげ 

perceptions of socio-environmental stimuli were spatially represented in a GIS, with sketch 

mapping being the proxy, and/or the window into perception-environment relations that 

produce risk. We contend that the findings show that experienced fishers are more capable 

of aﾐtiIipatiﾐg aﾐd ヴeaItiﾐg to hazaヴdous situatioﾐs けsafel┞げ HeIause the┞ aヴe ﾏoヴe attuﾐed 

to how changing coastal conditions affect risk. This study draws attention to the spatial and 

temporal phenomenon that drive risk perceptions as well as the implications for future 

perception-oriented research that adopt a relational understanding. 
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Rock fishing is enjoyed by over a million Australians (Surf Life Saving Australia, 2017). 

Participants cast fishing lines from rocky coasts, typically staﾐdiﾐg oﾐ けshoヴe platfoヴﾏsげ Helo┘ 

steep cliffs (Figure 1). Each shore platform has a distinct morphological profile, attracting 

different fish species and fishing enthusiasts. The popularity of rock fishing is grounded in the 

pleasures offered by interacting with complex coastal environments, experiences of 

expansive coastal views, and the challenge of けlaﾐdiﾐg a Hig fishげ, ┘hile also pヴo┗idiﾐg aﾐ 

affordable deep-water fishing alternative to chartering a boat (Kennedy et al., 2013, Moran, 

2017). The pursuit of rock fishing is also accompanied by the presence of potential hazards 

that demand anticipation about dynamic coastal processes, such as rising tides, changing 

swell directions, and swell height, which influence whether incoming waves will overtop the 

platforms on which fishers stand. While not all fishers are acutely attuned to how coastal 

conditions affect site-specific risk, as this paper demonstrates, most experienced rock fishers 

are continuously aware of these emergent hazards. Accordingly, we consider rock fishers as 

non-Ieヴtified ヴisk けe┝peヴtsげ: their first-haﾐd けe┝peヴieﾐtial-e┝peヴtiseげ iﾐfoヴﾏs their approach to 

risk. We explore the relational ways in which socio-environmental interactions are 

aﾐtiIipated H┞ these けe┝peヴtsげ, with findings that can IoﾐtヴiHute to ho┘ ヴisk is けkﾐo┘ﾐげ aﾐd 

managed. The goal of exploring how fishers become attuned to hazards in situ and over time 

seeks to expand upon the quantitative understandings that are typically deployed by risk 

managers, offering an innovative approach to conceptualising risk. 
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Figure 1 – Rock fishers in Little Bay, New South Wales standing and casting on the seaward 

edge of a shore platform. 

 

Relational thinking construes space as inseparable from social processes and refuses any 

division between individual and environment. In the context we explore, the interplay 

bet┘eeﾐ aﾐ iﾐdi┗idualげs seﾐsoヴ┞ experience of waves overtopping platforms, their practice of 

casting in such situations, and their anticipations about how waves may overtop and affect 

theﾏ Ioﾐstitutes a けヴelatioﾐalげ peヴIeptioﾐ of ヴisk (Kamstra et al., 2018). Treating risk as 

relational emphasises perceptions of non-linear interactions between people and their 

environment, which some consider the source of risk (Aven and Renn, 2009, Castree, 2003). 

Indeed, Boholm and Corvellec (2011) have de┗eloped a けヴelatioﾐal theoヴ┞げ to uﾐdeヴstaﾐd ヴisk 

as a soIial pheﾐoﾏeﾐoﾐ iﾐ ┘hiIh theヴe is a ヴelatioﾐal peヴIeptioﾐ Het┘eeﾐ a けヴisk oHjeItげ aﾐd 

aﾐ けoHjeIt at ヴiskげ, ┘ith the relationship between these two elements emerging from the 

けIultuヴall┞ situated Iogﾐitioﾐ aﾐd soIial pヴaItiIeげ of the observer. This echoes Renn and 

Rohrmannげs (2000) description of the けIogﾐitioﾐげ aﾐd けpヴaItiIesげ that iﾐfluence risk 

perception as a nested contextual system, operating at both collective and personal levels 

(Dobbie and Brown, 2014). Yet both accounts display little understanding about how 

particular perceptions influence peopleげs responses to hazards as they emerge, for instance, 

in exploring the distance at which people perceive hazards and thus the time they have to 

assess and respond to them. This paper seeks to address this gap by exploring the spatio-

temporal processes that drive the risk perceptions of rock fishers and how those perceptions 

influence their risk management practices. 

 

We begin by introducing the conceptual framework through which risk is construed as 

relational. We subsequently discuss the innovative mix of methods we deploy to examine 

how risk is conceived and experienced by rock fishers. This is followed by a discussion of 

empirical findings to investigate how we might incorporate the previously neglected 

relational ways that risk is perceived, experienced, and managed on rocky coasts into more 

nuanced practices of risk management. 

 

Theorising risk as relational  
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Over thirty years ago, Otway and Thomas (1982) argued that risk can be analysed as either a 

social phenomenon constructed through individual experience, or as a quantifiable physical 

phenomenon. Since then, little has changed; risk is considered social, with innumerable 

perceptions based on individual’s experiences, whereas a physical risk, is knowable through 

measurement of discrete environmental factors (Kennedy et al., 2017). Such varying 

understandings of the nature of risk accentuate the different types of knowledge and 

assumptions at play in how it is constructed.  

In a historical context, the separation of physical from social risks has provided a useful 

けHouﾐdaヴ┞げ for risk management (Gieryn, 1983). This boundary enables analyses of hazard 

probabilities (for instance, of wave overtopping) and perceptions of risk (for example, about 

locating dangerous areas in which to stand) to contribute differently to knowledge and 

management decisions. Problematically, however, analyses have tended to privilege physical 

measurements (Renn, 2008), producing risk management that focuses solely on calculating 

the threat of particular hazards while ignoring the ways in which individuals perceive, 

experience, conceive, and react to risk. 

 

Jasanoff (1998) argues that such reductionist analyses isolate physical from social 

phenomenon and interpret them as discrete elements with static relationships. When such 

physical elements with statiI ヴelatioﾐships aヴe ヴeiﾐtegヴated ┘ith iﾐdi┗idualげs IoﾐstヴuItioﾐs, 

the reductionist approach to risk is unable to consider how changing conditions influence an 

iﾐdi┗idualげs ヴespoﾐse to ヴisk. This sepaヴatioﾐ of ph┞siIal ヴisk fヴoﾏ soIial IoﾐstヴuItioﾐ thus 

fails to capture the ongoing interactions between people and their environments, which is 

the underlying basis of risk (Renn et al., 2011). Critics of a reductionist approach to risk 

aﾐal┞ses ha┗e ヴespoﾐded H┞ ad┗oIatiﾐg ﾏoヴe けholistiIげ aﾐd けiﾐteヴdisIipliﾐaヴ┞げ ヴisk ヴeseaヴIh to 

be practised that equally incorporates the physical and social sciences (Horlick-Jones and 

Sime, 2004, Petts et al., 2008). In emphasizing that risk is relational, we aim to build upon 

such critiques. 

 

Diverging from the myriad of existing risk definitions, this research applies a relational 

uﾐdeヴstaﾐdiﾐg of ヴisk that e┝ists iﾐ peopleげs geogヴaphiIal iﾏagiﾐatioﾐs; iﾐesIapaHl┞ 

subjective, risk exists in the minds of those trying to anticipate it (Adams, 1995). Relational 

thinking conceives of space not only as a location for physical phenomena but as inseparable 
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from social processes (Massey, 1999), with no division between individual and environment. 

Accordingly, most relations perceived as hazardous remain implicit and emerge from non-

linear socio-environmental elements that are constantly changing (Callon and Law, 2004). 

Conceptualising risk as relational disavows structure-agency dichotomies, advancing an 

understanding that risk is perceived, experienced, and fluid (Jones, 2009), thereby fostering a 

perspective that is attuned to the multiplicity of human-environment interactions that might 

be perceived as hazardous. 

 

Habitual experience shapes this emergent, on-going performance of regular practices that 

Ihaﾐge oﾐeげs Iapacity to move, sense, perceive, and attend to potentially hazardous events 

(Dewsbury and Bissell, 2015). These deeply situated interactions developed through first-

hand experience (Epstein, 1994, Haraway, 1988) are the focus of this study; they 

accommodate the ways in which understandings of risk are co-produced in situ (Jasanoff, 

2004), relationally constituted through spontaneously-aligning emergent interactions 

between people and environment. Over time, for example, anticipating the influence that 

rising tides have on where and when waves will begin to overtop becomes an almost 

instinctual response to risk (i.e., habit). Differences in perception between those who are 

experienced and inexperienced emerge in divergent responses to socio-environmental 

stimuli and understandings of high-risk space. It is this dynamic and ongoing first-hand 

individual and collective experience that offers the potential for identifying engrained 

practices, and what Epsteiﾐ ふヱΓΓヴぶ ヴefeヴs to as けe┝peヴieﾐtial-e┝peヴtiseげ towards risk. 

Investigating this けe┝peヴieﾐtial-e┝peヴtiseげ can be critical for risk management because it 

provides a way of identifying how, where, and for how long risk is perceived as hazardous, if 

at all. Most risk research supports the role that experience has in helping people become 

attuned to environmental conditions and the likely risks that may emerge, but in many cases, 

this experience is thought to breed complacency. In this paper, we provide an empirical 

understanding of the elements that drive the perceptions of rock fishers who are 

experienced in particular spatial contexts, and identify those spatio-temporal hazards to 

which others are unaware because they lack the experiential-expertise to anticipate risk. 

Thinking about risk as an emergent phenomena in this way better represents how it is 

experienced, a dimension that the modelling or quantifications of traditional risk 

assessments are unable to access (Kamstra et al., 2018). 
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Methods 

Geographical context of risk 

Rock fishing is ‘Australia’s deadliest sport’ (Bradstreet et al., 2012). Since 2004, there have 

been 149 reported rock fishing related drownings in Australia, which ranks it as the 3rd 

highest individual coastal activity for drownings in Australia (Ryan et al., 2018). ‘Wave 

overtopping’ – the physical processes by which wave energy inundates shore platforms, 

washing coastal users off balance and into the ocean – frames most discussions regarding 

the risk of drownings on rocky coasts. This is most evident on micro-tidal coastal areas, 

where the seaward-most edge is both the ideal location for rock fishing and the area where 

wave overtopping most frequently occurs. While the probability of wave overtopping is 

known (David M Kennedy et al., 2017), few studies investigate fishers’ risk perceptions of 

shore platform environments and how those perceptions influence their behaviour. 

 

Sample 

Data were sampled from 25 rock fishers over 18 months (September 2016 – March 2018) to 

capture seasonal variation in coastal conditions as well as diversity amongst rock fishers, 

whose activity often coincides with seasonal fish migrations. The study site is a shore 

platform in Little Bay, New South Wales, located in Randwick council roughly 15 km from 

“┞dﾐe┞げs Iit┞ Ieﾐtヴe ふFiguヴe ヲぶ. This platform was selected due to its proximity to Sydney and 

HeIause it is a けHlaIk spotげ foヴ ヴoIk fishiﾐg (Ryan et al., 2018). In fact, five reported rock 

fishing fatalities have occurred at this site since 2004, one of which took place during the 

study on December 31
st

, 2017 (Sydney Morning Herald, 2017). High numbers of fatalities, 

with 104 reported deaths since 2004 in New South Wales have prompted local government 

to enforce the wearing of life jackets for rock fishers, fining those without them (New South 

Wales Government, 2017). In addition, Surf Life Saving Australia have targeted けoIIasioﾐalげ 

(inexperienced) rock fishers in their most recent Rock Fishing Coastal Safety Brief (Ryan et al., 

2018). These recent changes in policy and safety targets make analyses focused on 

experienced and inexperienced rock fishersげ geogヴaphiIal approaches to risk particularly 

important, yet to date there have been no studies that differentiate the forms of knowledge 

possessed by these distinct fishers. 
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Figure 2 - The study site, Little Bay, is located south-east of Sydney located on the south coast 

of Australia. 

 

Of the sampled fishers, one-ケuaヴteヴ ha┗e less thaﾐ oﾐe ┞eaヴげs e┝peヴieﾐIe at the field site, 

with three visiting for only the first or second time. Another quarter of participants have 

Het┘eeﾐ oﾐe aﾐd thヴee ┞eaヴsげ e┝peヴieﾐIe ┘ith the ヴeﾏaiﾐiﾐg half ha┗iﾐg either three-ten 

┞eaヴs oヴ o┗eヴ teﾐ ┞eaヴsげ e┝peヴieﾐIe. Foヴtuﾐatel┞, ouヴ saﾏple pヴo┗ides a ┘ide ヴaﾐge of fisheヴs 

with varying levels of experience. Of note, the sample is not representative, but does allow 

us to analyse based on experience. All participants (n=25) indicated that they check coastal 

conditions before arrival. However, of the individuals ┘ith less thaﾐ oﾐe ┞eaヴげs e┝peヴieﾐIe, 

71 percent said they check one isolated coastal condition, namely swell height, before 

fishing. This contrasts with the 43 percent of participants with 1-3 yearsげ experience and all 

participants ┘ith o┗eヴ thヴee ┞eaヴsげ e┝peヴieﾐIe ┘ho highlight the iﾏpoヴtaﾐIe of IheIkiﾐg 

multiple interrelated site-specific coastal conditions. They seek information about the daily 

relationships between swell direction, swell height, wave period, tides, and wind direction. 
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Data collection  

In this study, we map how and where human-environment interactions are perceived as 

hazaヴdous H┞ dヴa┘iﾐg fヴoﾏ Cope aﾐd El┘oodげs ふヲヰヰΓぶ discussion of mixed methods. They 

defiﾐe けﾏi┝edげ ﾏethods as those that ┘ea┗e diffeヴeﾐt ヴeseaヴIh teIhﾐiケues togetheヴ to 

iﾐfoヴﾏ oﾐe aﾐotheヴ, as opposed to a けﾏulti-ﾏethodげ appヴoaIh that uses ﾏultiple 

independent research techniques in order to contrast different perspectives and 

constructions. A mixed dataset provides interrelated understandings of risk to explore the 

relational way(s) that risk is perceived. Analytically, we relate rock fishersげ GPS tracks with 

their sketch maps, participant observation, video footage, and semi-structured interviews. 

Overlaying GPS movement with sketch maps offers an innovative strategy to interrogate how 

participants move and understand their practices, while interviews and participant 

observations account for the spatial qualities, sensations, and intersubjective practices that 

participants believe affect their behaviour. 

 

Data were collected using six different methods. First, information including length of 

experience fishing at the site and the coastal conditions checked before fishing was collected 

via a self-completion questionnaire. Second, quantification of spatio-temporal movement 

data were collected from rock fishers wearing a global positioning system (GPS). GPS point 

positions were recorded every three seconds and imported into ArcGIS 10.4.1 overtop aerial 

photos of the case study site. Third, participant observation data were recorded on-site in a 

field notebook, which was accompanied by the fourth method, a low-resolution video 

camera designed to record any pertinent events that were missed or needed to be revisited 

during data analysis. The fifth method was an inductive sketch-mapping interview process 

that involved participants sketching points, lines, and polygons (i.e., areas) on paper maps to 

record where they spend time during their usual fishing practice and which areas they 

avoided, believing them to be hazardous. During the sketching process, rock fishers were also 

asked individually to map how they had experienced risk either first-hand or indirectly, and 

requested to desIヴiHe the け┗isual Iuesげ oヴ Ihaﾐgiﾐg eﾐ┗iヴoﾐﾏeﾐtal Ioﾐditioﾐs that the┞ 

believed signalled an emergent hazardous situation. Lastly, semi-structured interviews were 

conducted with fishers, lifesavers, and members of the community who had witnessed 

fatalities to understand the behaviours that they associated with drownings. 
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Sketches were drawn upon georeferenced paper maps of the field site. This allowed 

participants to move across the study site, with many indicating specific areas that they 

perceived to be hazardous. This flexible mapping was essential for encouraging rich accounts 

of where and how particularly risky incidents had occurred. For improved accuracy, 

digitisation of sketch maps was assisted by an audio and video recording of the sketch 

ﾏappiﾐg pヴoIess usiﾐg aﾐ iPhoﾐe positioﾐed aHo┗e the ﾏap. The ヴesult is a ﾏap of fisheヴsげ 

recounting their everyday practices, the spatio-temporal processes that they perceive as 

being hazardous, and where they have experienced risk. In some cases, the spatio-temporal 

phenomenon that caused someone to enter the sea and drown were also mapped, providing 

a detailed account of how risk had emerged. It is important to note that the size of a 

sketched area is ﾐot a ﾏeasuヴe of ﾏagﾐitude oヴ けgヴeateヴげ IoﾐIeヴﾐ, foヴ e┝aﾏple, the size of 

shapes is strictly where fishers anticipated risk. 

 

“ketIhed featuヴes aﾐd theiヴ assoIiated けspatial ﾐaヴヴati┗esげ (Kwan and Ding, 2008) were then 

georeferenced and transferred into ArcGIS in a simplified geographic format. Only when the 

data were georeferenced would any sophisticated analysis occur, similar to other research 

using paper-based maps that were shown to minimise distortion (Vajjhala, 2005). 

Perceptions of socio-environmental stimuli were then spatially represented in a GIS, with 

sketch mapping being a proxy, and/ or window into perceptions of how hazardous situations 

can emerge, as well as how they directly or indirectly experienced risk. 

 

Findings: Perceiving risk as relational 

Anticipating risk as relational: the partial utility of apps  

Anticipatory preparedness of risk is frequently organised around calculability and 

quantitative data (Anderson, 2010) and is typically transmitted through institutionalised risk 

management. All fishers in this study approach their perceived risk by first checking the daily 

coastal conditions before arriving on site (n=25), using various apps to anticipate the risks 

that might arise once they commence fishing. Oﾐl┞ those ┘ith ﾏoヴe thaﾐ thヴee ┞eaヴsげ 

experience, however, described the importance of checking multiple interrelated coastal 

conditions to anticipate how they might shift throughout the day to accommodate changing 

risk(s). Though they certainly utilise these apps to anticipate risk on the coast, these more 

experienced fishers mobilise a more complex set of factors to anticipate hazards that are 
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based on their own experiences, describing the relational influence of swell direction, swell 

height, wave period, and tide to assess whether the daily Ioﾐditioﾐs aヴe ふsafel┞ぶ けfishaHleげ. 

Rather than separating coastal conditions into individual, discretely located, physical 

processes (Jasanoff, 1998), experienced rock fishers accommodate the influence that 

multiple conditions have on site-specific risk. An example of this process is described by Alf
1
, 

a fisher with over eight years of experience: 

 

Well, I first look at the direction of the swell and if it is hitting the platform 

head on [i.e., the orientation of the platform matches the swell direction] 

then I know it will be more dangerous. Once I know the direction, I look at the 

swell height to see how much water will be coming over the platform. Then, I 

look at the tidal I┞Ile aﾐd ┘hat tiﾏe Iげll He theヴe. If there is a big wave period, 

I kind of know how often, like every 40 minutes for a wave period over 10 

seconds, a massive wave will come over. You have to think about all of these 

things to decide when to go and where you want to stand (2018). 

 

This site-specific understanding is developed through practice and through experiencing how 

different coastal conditions influence where and how often wave energy leads to 

overtopping. Many fisheヴs eﾏphasise that けe┗eヴ┞ da┞ is diffeヴeﾐtげ aﾐd de┗elop aﾐ 

understanding about when, foヴ e┝aﾏple, a s┘ell height of ヰ.ヶ ﾏ is けuﾐfishaHleげ Ioﾏpaヴed to 

┘heﾐ a s┘ell of ヰ.Β ﾏ oヴ ヱ ﾏ is けuﾐfishaHleげ. This is achieved through an understanding of 

ho┘ Ioastal Ioﾐditioﾐs ヴelate aﾐd ﾏutuall┞ Ioﾐstitute a diffeヴeﾐt けfishaHleげ eﾐ┗iヴoﾐﾏent. 

Accordingly, if someone lacks experiential-expertise and instead relies on a purely physical 

understanding, then they may be at a greater risk. This is because predictions of offshore 

swell heights, for example, do not account for how swell changes as it moves inland, nor can 

ケuaﾐtitati┗e ﾏodels aIIouﾐt foヴ ho┘ to aﾐtiIipate aﾐd ヴeaIt けsafel┞げ to o┗eヴtoppiﾐg ┘a┗es. 

This form of anticipating risk separates physical processes from social perceptions, 

overlooking the important ways that waves interact with other environmental factors in situ 

as well as with fishers (Jasanoff, 2004). As Bill (2016) explained: 

                                                 

1
 Participants requested to be anonymous so all names of interviewees are pseudonyms 
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I look at the angle of the swell. The angle of these conditions, where you 

stand, how long you stand there and how waves approach specific platforms, 

as well as reflect off of local topography, has a greater influence on the 

amount of potential wave energy that overtops a specific part of the platform 

than offshore predictions (2016). 

 

These anticipatory habits developed through longstanding experience of dynamic conditions 

are used to supplement the more authoritative, but less contextually attuned, information 

provided by apps. Multiple cell phone applications, for example, receive data from different 

quantitative models to predict sea and swell conditions. This means that on any particular 

day, certain applications can communicate a swell height of 1.5 m, which is perceived as 

risky, while another app may draw from a different dataset or modelling technique and 

predict the swell as 0.9 m (SI 1)
2
. 

 

An example of an inexperienced fisher put at greater risk by following a non-relational 

understanding communicated through physical data is described by Ali: 

 

I always trust the apps. I check different websites with different numbers but 

0.8 m is usually safe. I take their advice very seriously. I follow them every 

tiﾏe aﾐd thatげs ho┘ I kﾐo┘ the s┘ell ┘as safe toda┞ ふヲヰヱΑぶ. 

 

This does not mean that inexperienced fishers who rely on cell phone applications to assess 

levels of risk are unaware that other coastal conditions are influential. Yet more experienced 

fishers tend to arrive at the site and relate their perceptions to the local conditions to 

anticipate hazardous waves, while those without experience often rely on the phone 

applications and unintentionally enter hazardous situations. One experienced fisher, 

Cuthbert, goes as faヴ as to desIヴiHe the a┗ailaHilit┞ of けappsげ as being the biggest risk: 

                                                 

2
 Supporting Information (SI) are refences to Figures in an additional supporting document.  
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Apps have changed a lot. In the past, we had to come at lunch, sit and watch 

for thirty minutes and chat about whether or not we felt it was fishable. Now, 

accessible cell phone applications encourage more inexperienced fishers who 

live over fifty kilometres away to fish spots they are unfamiliar with because 

they think they know what the conditions will be like. Then, when they arrive, 

they are not only unable to anticipate how risky it is but are less likely to go 

home if it is dangerous because they drove so long (2018). 

 

Experienced-experts show that risk is relational and that better anticipatory approaches 

accommodate ho┘ Ihaﾐgiﾐg Ioastal Ioﾐditioﾐs affeIt けsafeげ thヴesholds aﾐd iﾐflueﾐIe site-

specific risk. An anticipatory capacity to understand the relational influence of conditions is 

especially critical since more hazardous conditions are often related to more desirable fishing 

conditions. A moderate swell disturbs the shallower seabed near the edge of the platform, 

releasing food for smaller fish species, in turn, attracting larger predatory species sought by 

human fishers. This paradoxical relationship between hazardous but improved fishing 

conditions is described by Steven: 

 

Yeh, ┘heﾐ itげs too Ialﾏ ┞ou ┘oﾐげt IatIh aﾐ┞thiﾐg out heヴe. You ﾐeed just a Hit 

of swell to stir up the sand at the bottom and that gets the little fish here. 

Then we hope that the bigger fish will come in closer from deeper water to 

feed and take our line. If the swell is too big, like 1.6 m, I just doﾐげt Ioﾏe Hut if 

it is like ヰ.ン ﾏ I doﾐげt e┝pect to catch very much (2018). 

 

Charting the engrained logic of risk perceptions  

Experienced fishers think about risk as relational and whether a particular platform is 

さfishaHleざ, Hut e┗eﾐ iﾐ the ﾏost high-risk situations, their critical focus remains selective. As 

Matthew Hannah emphasises, けouヴ atteﾐtioﾐal ヴesouヴIes aヴe iﾐeluctably finiteげ (2013: 235) 

and the key issue is how directional and embodied attention is shaped. Here, attentional 

engagement emerges through habitualised awareness, which engenders a focus on selective 

elements that might warn of impending risk in the ever-changing coastal environment. 
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Anticipating and moving according to waves perceived as hazardous is a function of such 

directional attention (Adams, 1995). While safety messages encourage fishers to けﾐe┗eヴ tuヴﾐ 

theiヴ HaIk to the seaげ aﾐd けヴead ┘a┗es Hefoヴe fishiﾐgげ (Bradstreet et al., 2012), little is known 

about how rock fishers come to visualise patterns in the surf or anticipate some assemblages 

of patterns as hazardous. To explore this, rock fishers were asked to describe the visual cues 

that trigger a cognitive response to an anticipated hazardous situation. In scanning the sea to 

anticipate risk, experienced fishers appear to identify cues that are constituted at four spatial 

and temporal scales (Figure 3). 

 

 

Figure 3 – The image on the left shows rock fishers at the field site and the different spatial 

scales used to anticipate risk, while the images on the right show a cross-section of shore 

platform morphology (A) and the spatial scales used to anticipate risk (B). 

 

The first and most immediate spatial cue used to anticipate risk is the け┘a┗e tヴoughげ. This ヴisk 

perception emerges immediately in front of the fisher standing on the seaward edge of the 

platform and is described by Arthur: 

 

Well I look for the water to suck out, if that space in front of you is full of 

water than generally the waves do not come over the rocks. If the water level 

is lo┘ ┞ou kﾐo┘ the ﾐe┝t ┘a┗e ┘ill Ioﾏe o┗eヴ. Itげs ヴight iﾐ fヴoﾐt of ┞ou and 

you can see the water move down. It kinda looks like a mini-tsunami (2017). 
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The second spatial scale, slightly further away from the edge of the platform, is watching and 

judgiﾐg the height of ┘a┗es iﾐ the けﾐeaヴ shoヴeげ oヴ ヴoughl┞ ヵヰ ﾏ offshoヴe aﾐd is described by 

David:  

Ahh I look probably 30 m off the edge and look at the height of the wave (the 

top of the wave or crest). One way I try and tell if it is going to be too big is if 

the wave is up to my belly button (i.e., wave height relative to someone 

standing on seaward edge is perceived to be at the same height of their 

stomach). If the wave is bigger than my belly-button I know it is going to come 

over (2017). 

 

The third spatial scale, further away still, is Ioﾐstituted H┞ けoffshoヴe ┘a┗esげ, ┘hiIh aヴe also 

desIヴiHed as offeヴiﾐg a けヴelati┗e ┘a┗e height to the platfoヴﾏげ. Heヴe, Craig describes how he 

anticipates a hazardous wave roughly 200 m offshore. 

 

I usually look, like, 200m offshore, almost to the edge of the horizon so I have 

more than enough time to reel in my line, and get out if the wave looks too 

big and I need to get off the edge (2018). 

 

Fiﾐall┞, the laヴgest spatial sIale ┘as the け┘a┗e peヴiodげ; this peヴIeptioﾐ spaﾐs the ┗isiHle 

surface of the sea within view, and that which is anticipated as hazardous is described by 

Colin: 

 

I look at the entire surface of the sea and whether it looks calm, with no 

breaking waves. When there are waves constantly breaking I know the wave 

period is low and big waves will not sneak up. With a high wave period, 

though, the sea looks like a lake and then I know a huge wave is coming soon! 

Okay, these are the different ways to think about. If it is a six second period it 

looks choppy, at eight seconds slightly bigger waves break every few minutes, 

at 10 seconds the sea can look calm but massive waves will come over the top 

every thirty to forty minutes when the period is 10 seconds (2018). 
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An understanding of how rock fishers perceive the risk of incoming waves at different spatial 

scales in proximity to where they are standing offers new insights into the ways that those 

with less experience may be unaware of hazardous situations. This includes linking the spatial 

scales that fishers with particular levels of experience use to anticipate risk. The further away 

a wave is perceived as hazardous, for example, the more time there is for a fisher to react. 

The け┘a┗e tヴoughげ occurs immediately in front of the fisher, giving them little time to react 

when a hazardous large wave overtops the platform, ┘hile けﾐeaヴ shoヴeげ peヴIeptioﾐs pヴo┗ide 

slightly more time to see waves 50 m away from the platfoヴﾏげs edge. Watching waves 

けoffshoヴeげ oIIuヴs at a loﾐgeヴ teﾏpoヴal sIale aﾐd seeﾏiﾐgl┞ gi┗es fishers adequate time in 

which to retrieve their line and walk safely back to the landward cliff. The perception 

desIヴiHed as the け┘a┗e peヴiodげ has the laヴgest teﾏpoヴal sIale aﾐd iﾐ┗ol┗es peヴiodiI ┘a┗e 

overtopping events that increase as the length of wave period increases, but requires a 

significant observable spatial and temporal change in sea surface conditions. ‘oIk fisheヴsげ 

relational understanding of risk can be applied to other natural hazards, including the ways in 

which large bush fires are anticipated as hazaヴdous. “iﾏilaヴ to the ヴoIk fisheヴsげ aﾐtiIipatioﾐ of 

the interrelationships that emerge in changing coastal conditions, inhabitants of areas prone 

to bush fires anticipate the relational risk of fire according to the time of year, temperature, 

local wind direction, proximity of vegetation to buildings and the absence of localised fires 

(Eriksen and Gill, 2010). In our case, identifying hazards that occur over longer temporal 

scales - perhaps up to one wave every 40 minutes - is difficult for inexperienced fishers who 

are likely to lack the anticipatory understanding of how a longer wave period influences 

larger but less frequent waves overtopping when the sea looks calm. 

 

We suggest that this is ┘h┞ laヴge ┘a┗es aヴe ofteﾐ ヴefeヴヴed to as けfヴeakげ aﾐd けヴogueげ ┘a┗es, 

terms that imply that wave overtopping is unpredictable. By contrast, for the experiential-

e┝peヴts, けfヴeakげ ┘a┗es do ﾐot e┝ist Hut aヴe a fuﾐItioﾐ of ﾏoヴe eﾐeヴg┞ Heiﾐg stoヴed iﾐ fewer, 

larger waves. To contextualise this claim, we draw on Brannstrom et al. (2014) study of risk 

on sandy beaches. This study found that despite most beach drownings occurring in rip 

currents, which are distinguishable by the lack of wave activity, 87% of respondents identified 

areas of high wave energy to be the more dangerous parts of the beach. Other studies have 

also shown similar ‘inaccurate’ perceptions of rip hazards, which Gallop et al. (2016) terms 
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the ’rip current myth’. Peヴhaps a けfヴeak ヴogue ﾏ┞thげ persists on rocky coasts, where 

iﾐe┝peヴieﾐIed fisheヴs ﾏisjudge a Ialﾏ lookiﾐg sea as けsafeげ, ┘hereas this may merely indicate 

a longer wave period (> 10 seconds) and result in less frequent, but more powerful wave 

overtopping events with severe consequences; further research is required on this topic. 

 

Attunement to risk through practice 

As Humberstone contends in discussing the particular sensory capacities that water-based 

action sports enthusiasts come to develop, ways of knowing the liquid world of the sea 

iﾐ┗ol┗e the eﾏeヴgeﾐIe of a Hod┞ that けreacts to and anticipates (the seaげs) mobility and 

fluidit┞げ ふヲヰヱヱ: 498). In becoming attuned to the multiple conditions of the coastal realms in 

which they regularly fish, rock fishers appear to develop a sense of risk in which their 

capacity to sense, perceive, move, and attend to potentially hazardous events is enhanced 

(Dewsbury and Bissell, 2015). They develop an attuned and habitual skill that is captured by 

Iﾐgold as けthe eﾏHodiﾏeﾐt of IapaIities of a┘aヴeﾐess aﾐd ヴespoﾐse H┞ eﾐ┗iヴoﾐﾏeﾐtall┞ 

situated ageﾐtsげ ふヲヰヰヰ: ヵぶ that eﾏeヴges fヴoﾏ a pヴoIess of けiﾐIoヴpoヴatioﾐ ヴatheヴ thaﾐ 

iﾐsIヴiptioﾐげ ふiHid: ヱΓンぶ. This attuned skilfulness is not merely the reiteration of learned 

manoeuvres but involves continuous adaptation and improvisation to unfolding events 

(Ingold, 2017). We have already considered the ways in which experienced fishers become 

attuned to risk via the diurnal and seasonal tidal rhythms of the sea, and that fishers 

rhythmically align their bodies and practices with these rhythms (Edensor, 2016), as do 

farmers on estuarine land and seafarers (Jones, 2010). Attunement to the risks that inhere in 

the non-human rhythms of each incoming wave is entangled with casting practices, as 

experienced fishers also scan the surface of the sea for splashing fish, a rare event that 

signals that they are being pushed to the surface by larger, predatory species and provides a 

desired casting target. 

 

The experience of rock fishing is further sensed through the taste of salty sea spray, the 

sounds of the waves, and bright flickering lights reflecting off rolling waves, all of which are 

related to fishing practice. The sound of violent crashing waves on particular parts of the 

platform, for example, signal to experienced fishers that the tide is rising and that waves will 

soon overtop parts of the platform hitherto unaffected. Perhaps the most important sensory 

connection between fishers and their environment is through their feet, since stable footing 
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is critical to remaining upright while moving over rough, uneven, and slippery rocky surfaces 

that are often covered in sharp shells and overtopping wave energy. As a risk mitigation 

strategy, fishers wear removable cleats to maintain their balance. This allows them to 

become attuned to the environment and was described by a fisher who purposefully wet his 

feet in order to feel connected to the landscape as an important safety measure: 

 

You know what the most dangerous thing is about rock fishing? People trying 

to avoid getting wet. I see so many guys out here running from waves, 

a┗oidiﾐg Heiﾐg splashed aﾐd steppiﾐg iﾐto aヴeas the┞ shouldﾐげt, all HeIause 

the┞ doﾐげt ┘aﾐt to get ┘et! If ┞ou aヴe fishiﾐg oﾐ the sea e┝peIt to get ┘et oヴ 

doﾐげt Ioﾏe out heヴe ふJames, 2017). 

 

Attunement to risk in coastal space 

To map the knowledge that informs experiential-expertise, we analysed how the length of 

fisheヴsげ e┝peヴieﾐIe iﾐflueﾐIed theiヴ ﾏo┗eﾏeﾐt patteヴﾐs and mapped perceptions of 

hazardous space and their reactions to hazardous situations. We mapped the density of rock 

fishersげ movement, mainly concentrated on the seaward edge of the platform where most 

fishers cast their lines into the sea (SI 2). An additional smaller density of movement towards 

the landward cliff is also evident; it is where fishers usually rest and leave their equipment 

because it is protected from overtopping waves. 

 

We then sub-sampled movement using GPS data to visualise whether their length of 

experience aligned with where they stand. The analysis shows that the density of movement 

is more dispersed with less experience, suggesting that inexperienced fishers move more 

often than the most experienced fishers, whose behaviour is concentrated on the seaward 

edge of the platform (SI 3). We surmise that more experienced fishers move less because 

they are more attuned to where the most productive fishing environments are, while 

inexperienced fishers may lack this knowledge and thus constantly, and more riskily, move in 

seaヴIh of a けgood spotげ. 
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When we asked fishers to map the areas that they perceive as hazardous, perceptions of 

wave overtopping hazards spanned most of the platform, while perceptions of a fast-flowing 

channel – flowing from right to the left behind the most densely occupied casting location – 

was concentrated between seaward edge and landward cliff (Figure 4). This channel was 

described as a location of fast-flowing water passing over a slightly lower part of the platform 

where overtopping wave energy were concentrated, making it the deepest and highest 

energy space when waves overtop from a southerly swell direction. The distribution of wave 

overtopping hazards suggests that rock fishers are aware that they occupy spaces where 

waves typically overtop as well as having to move through a potentially more hazardous 

channel to access the area where they spend most of their time. 

 

Figure 4 – The map on the left (A) shows where wave overtopping hazards are perceived as 

hazardous (light blue) as well as where a deep, fast flowing channel cuts across the 

platform. Importantly, image B shows a 3-dimensional view of this channel and how it 

separates where fishers spend most of their time and the landward side of the platform 

protected from overtopping waves. 

 

To understand if areas mapped as hazardous were also affected by fishersげ length of 

experience, the average length of experience of rock fishers who mapped the hazardous 

けIhaﾐﾐelげ ┘as IalIulated (SI 4). For experiential-experts, the average length of experience 

was six years, suggesting that they are more attuned to the different ways in which risk can 

emerge. Experienced fisher Alex describes his attunement to the hazardous channel: 

 

We actually stay out there (seaward edge) because when a wave hits, it is 

higher water through here [i.e., the channel] and I think the wave can hit you 

here. The water is deeper, moves faster and is worse to stand in and get hit by 

A B 
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thaﾐ sta┞iﾐg out oﾐ the edge. You ha┗e to He けstヴoﾐgげ aﾐd look at the ┘a┗es 

Hut DO NOT PANIC aﾐd ヴuﾐ. Itげs the ┘oヴst ﾏo┗e HeIause it is ┗ery easy to slip 

in there [i.e., the channel] and the water take you out (2018). 

 

Conversely, less experienced fishers did not recognise or note the channel, suggesting that 

they lack the prior experience of seeing, feeling, hearing, and moving through this channel 

when waves overtop. The significance of perceiving the hazardous channel was confirmed 

during the mapping interview process where two fishers mapped how they were 

unintentionally washed into the sea while retreating from the seaward edge – through this 

channel – in response to waves that they anticipated as hazardous. Moreover, 10 fishers who 

witnessed other fishers entering the sea also identified a mistaken retreat from waves 

through the channel as the main contributing factor. Indeed, two fishers witnessed fatalities 

(SI 5). 

 

In capturing how experiential-expeヴts ヴespoﾐd to ┘a┗es as opposed to けpaﾐiIkiﾐg aﾐd 

ヴuﾐﾐiﾐgげ, ┘e also were able to draw on participant observation and video footage. By doing 

so, we revealed one important response mechanism used by many fishers to cope with 

incoming wave energy (SI 6). The act of lifting one leg when waves overtop demonstrates 

fishersげ attunement to when and where this will occur. Depending on their assessment, 

experiential-experts watch waves offshore to give them sufficient time to anticipate risk, and 

if they consider it appropriate, to reduce their exposure to the wave, and prevent it from 

carrying the them into a hazardous, deep, fast-flowing channel, they lift one leg. 

 

Attunement to risk through collective action 

In considering risk as relational, we also identified examples of human-human interactions 

that expand how we might think about risk. Fishersげ attunement to risk is not only developed 

through individual actions and experiences with non-human agencies but also through 

human-human interactions, within a community of experiential experts and those less 

habituated to the rhythms and risks of the sea. For example, while fishers remain attuned to 

the sea and risk through their own rod and feet, the unmistakeable sound of aﾐotheヴ fisheヴsげ 

line being pulled offshore by a large fish captures the collective attention. This collective 
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attunement to each other is demonstrated by fishers typically reeling in their lines to give the 

fisher with a hooked fish more space. This practice is described as having a けfish-oﾐげ and 

appears to be partly what motivates rock fishers to co-occupy hazardous spaces. The shared 

desire to retrieve a fish successfully from the ocean encourages most fishers to be a part of 

the けexperienceげ of landing the fish safely. During this process, multiple collective relations 

influence fisheヴsげ movement, including critical attention to risk. This is mitigated by fishers 

with more experience helping others to reel in the fish. Supporting Image 7 shows an 

experienced fisherman (i.e., fifteen years of experience) on the left watching a less 

experienced fisher (i.e., less than one year) reeling in what is perceived as a large fish and 

one minute later, standing behind them, holding their life vest from the back, to prevent 

them losing their balance and falling in the sea. This technique is accompanied by the third 

fisher watching waves offshore in case a hazardous situation should emerge, providing 

evidence of the collective ways that risk is mitigated. Amongst risk managers there is little 

understanding of how such understandings of risk and responses are collectively produced 

(Dobbie and Brown, 2014). 

 

6.0 Summary and Conclusions  

In this paper, we have adopted a relational understanding of risk that cannot be reduced to a 

set of relationships or interactions passed on via safety messages; it is relational, inescapably 

subjective, and exists in the embodied understandings and sensations of those trying to 

anticipate it (Adams, 1995). Differences in the degree to which fishers are attuned to coastal 

spaces between those who are experienced and inexperienced eventuates in divergent 

responses to socio-environmental stimuli. By understanding risk through a highly attuned 

experiential-expertise, we have shown how scientific advice about areas as けsafeげ or けunsafeげ 

ﾏa┞ iﾐflueﾐIe fisheヴsげ geogヴaphiIal imaginations and put them at a greater risk. We suggest 

that coastal risk managers need to consider experiential-e┝peヴtsげ peヴIeptioﾐs of ┘hiIh 

human-environment interactions produce risk in order to grasp the relational ways in which 

people anticipate and react to risk while rock fishing. We have identified three crucial areas 

through which a situated attunement to the hazards of the coast could inform more nuanced 

strategies for risk management. 
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First, we ha┗e aIIouﾐted foヴ ho┘ e┝peヴieﾐIed fisheヴsげ peヴceptions are driven by four 

different spatial and temporal scales, and this has offered new insights into the ways that 

people with less experience may contrastingly understand hazardous situations. Fishers with 

less than one year of experience observed waves in the nearshore, anticipating risk 

differently compared with more experienced fishers. In the same way that novice drivers 

look too closely in front of their car but learn over time how to scan the road for distant 

hazards, this places them at a greater risk than the experiential-experts who watch waves 

hundreds of metres offshore. Recognition of these differences offers alternative ways to 

eﾐgage iﾐe┝peヴieﾐIed oヴ けoIIasioﾐalげ fisheヴs concerning risk, which expands prevailing 

approaches based on signage and life jacket legislation. 

 

“eIoﾐd, ┘e ha┗e also highlighted that theヴe is a poteﾐtial けfヴeak ┘a┗e ﾏ┞thげ oﾐ ヴoIk┞ Ioasts, 

where inexperienced fishers, not attuned to daily wave period effects, may misjudge the look 

of a calm sea as safe, when this illusory appearance creates a false sense of security. 

However, when the wave period is over ten seconds, wave energy that typically breaks is 

stored offshore in less frequent but higher-energy waves that appeaヴ to He けfヴeakげ ┘a┗es Hut 

are merely a function of long wave periods. Future research is required to analyse risk 

perceptions amongst a wider range of shore platform environments to identify other 

examples of how experiential-expertise can inform assessments of site-specific risk. 

Moreover, the social relations amongst fishers require further analysis to understand better 

the IolleIti┗e ┘a┞s iﾐ ┘hiIh the┞ iﾐflueﾐIe eaIh otheヴげs ヴespoﾐses to ヴelatioﾐal ヴisks, as the┞ 

emerge. 

 

Third, our analysis suggests the riskiest behaviour on this shore platform is moving from the 

seaward edge, through a fast-flowing channel. This was reinforced by two fishers who 

mapped how and where they were impacted by water flowing through the channel, which 

resulted in them unintentionally entering the sea. This understanding of risk was then 

triangulated by ten fishers describing how the retreat of other rock fishers from the seaward 

edge thヴough the けIhaﾐﾐelげ ┘as the Iause of theﾏ eﾐteヴiﾐg the sea aﾐd iﾐ soﾏe cases, 

drowning. Evidence of how experiential-experts cope with overtopping waves – as opposed 

to retreating through a hazardous channel – helps contextualise the types of strategy that 

fishers may develop in order to respond to risks as they emerge. 
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Besides potentially informing innovative risk management strategies, we argue that 

investigations into the multiple ways in which risk is invariably relational must be undertaken 

in diverse settings. Thinking about risk as emergent better represents how it is experienced, 

and reconfigures risk as not merely that which can be quantitatively identified. We maintain 

that it is by drawing on the sensory expertise of expert practitioners, whose skills have been 

developed through long immersion in particularly risky situations and are highly attuned to 

the hazards that emerge, that is best placed to advance more sophisticated understandings 

of risk. 
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